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is really useful. This will provide the design team an insight
toward the system design which is mandatory before stepping
in detailed design in such complex projects. In the present
work the main focus is on developing a rapid and simple sizing
tool for structure subsystem. Structure subsystem, especially in
case of microsatellites plays an important role in final mass and
also cost of the project. On the other hand based of
uncertainties about the launch of a university class small
satellites, the structural design should be done under special
concerns. Satellite dimensions and stiffness can be considered
as the most important requirements for these satellite projects
owing to the fact that they are intended to be launched as
secondary payload for project cost reduction. In the following
sections, after assuming a common geometrical architecture for
satellite, a simple structural model is developed and the effect
of satellite total mass and its dimensions on some design
indicators are investigated.

Abstract— In recent decays university class small satellites are
creating many opportunities for space research and professional
trainings while at the same time responding to constrained
budgets. In this work the main focus is on developing a simple
and rapid structural sizing tool considering the main objectives
of a low cost university class microsatellite project. In satellite
projects, structure subsystem is one of the influential subsystems
as a driver of the cost and acceptance of the final design. At the
first steps of such projects there is no confirmed data regarding
the launch vehicle or even in some cases there is no data for the
satellite payload. Due to these facts, developing simple sizing tools
at conceptual design phase for obtaining an over view of the
effect of different variables is useful before entering complex
calculations in detailed design phases. In this study, after
developing a simple analytical model of satellite structure
subsystem, a design space is evaluated with practical boundaries
considering mass and dimensions constraints of such projects.
The results are useful to give initial insight to establish the system
level structural sizing.

I.

INTRODUCTION

II.

For more than two decades small satellites have been
among promising choices for universities and research
institutes for initiation of space technology development
programs in an academic environment. According to online
resources, from 1981, the launch date of the first university
microsatellite named UoSAT-1 developed by University of
Surrey [1], until 2008 more than 100 satellite projects have
been conducted at universities. And, more than 70% of these
projects are included in microsatellite class whose weight is
between 20-70 kg [2]. Satellite design at any class is a
complex, iterative process that involves multi-disciplinary
engineering expertise. This inherent complexity exists also in
the case of a university microsatellite project whose main
purpose is educational training and technology demonstration
without any top level stakeholder´s requirements. Due to this
fact, developing rapid sizing tools for design driver disciplines
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SATELLITE ARCHITECTURE

A. Primary structures
According to [3] the box configuration is the most common
configuration for small satellites, also considering different
university microsatellite projects [4][5][6][7][8], it seems that
the cubic based parallelized sides box is the most appropriate
geometry architecture for these kinds of projects. On the other
hand this configuration can be achieved by simple structural
elements like beams, cleats and plates. This simplicity in
structural elements will decrease the production cost which is a
great advantage in most of the university class microsatellite
projects. The satellite primary structures are generally designed
by considering stiffness, or natural frequency, and to endure
steady state accelerations and transient loading during launch
period. The primary structural elements have the most mass
budget among structure mass budget in comparison with
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mass budgets should not exceed than 55% of the satellite total
mass. In this way, as much as reduction in structure mass
resulted from different considerations, there will be more mass
budget available for the payload. This approach has special
advantageous in university microsatellite projects which at the
early stages of the design there is no exact information about
the payload.

secondary and tertiary structural elements and the whole
satellite structure design in early stages can be based on
primary structures design. In this paper, in order to have a low
cost structure subsystem, the primary structure elements
material are considered to be normal isotropic material,
Al7075. Structural elements consist of four equal leg angle
beams for satellite main frame, four normal plates as satellite
side panels and four isogrid plates acting as satellite middle
trays. In middle trays structural design, it is planned to use
isogrid structure plates instead of honeycombs or normal
plates. This is because of their less mass in comparison to
monocoque plates and less cost and complexity in
manufacturing compared to honeycombs. The sizing of isogrid
plates is done by design relationships from [9] while fulfilling
the frequency requirements using square plates natural
frequencies from [10]. Although isogrid plates are not as
efficient as honeycombs, they are promising for these kinds of
projects [11] and [12]. The primary structures are shown in
Fig.1.

III.

For structural sizing the satellite is modeled in such a way
that provides capability of rapid static and dynamic analysis. In
static part the calculations are done on each set of primary
structures. The satellite bottom tray assumed to be clamped
with the launch vehicle. Maximum stress, deflection and
buckling of each primary structure element are analyzed. In
dynamic modeling, a simple mass-spring model is used in
order to obtain a rough estimation of satellite natural frequency
in both longitudinal and lateral directions. Structure modeling
is done based on analytical design formulas from classic
structure design references [17][18][19].
In design process the load limits induced by launch vehicle
on the satellite is considered and transportation and handling
loads are regarded as inferior to the values of the launch
environment. Usually in university microsatellite projects it is
common to use piggy back launch services. It means that the
satellite will be launched to the orbit as a secondary payload of
the launch vehicle. This strategy will decrease the launch cost
which is an important portion of the whole project expenses.
Considering this and uncertainties about final launch vehicle at
the early stages of the design, the Arian Structure for Auxiliary
Payload 5, ASAP 5, [20] requirements is selected as the
basement of structural design. The strength and stiffness
requirements applied to the structural design are indicated in
table 2.

Figure 1. Satellite primary structures

Table 2. Structural requirements from ASAP5 [20]

B. Subsystems mass budget
For different equipments accommodations, four middle
trays including the bottom and top trays are considered. The
mass budgets of different subsystems including Attitude
Determination and Control, Command and Date Handling,
Electrical Power, Thermal Control and Telecommunication
have been assumed based on design estimation relationships
from different sources [13][14][15][16] and is presented in
table 1.

Requirement
Strength
Stiffness

Description
Design limit loads
Longitudinal
Lateral
Acceleration (g)
-7.5g/+5.5g
±6g
Fundamental freq. (longitudinal) ≥90 Hz
Fundamental freq. (lateral)
≥45 Hz

Also, the requirements from table 1, are applied in
structural analysis by safety factor of 1.5 and uncertainty factor
of 1.5.

Table 1. Satellite subsystems mass budget
Subsystems
Attitude Determination and Control
Command and Data Handling
Power and Cabling
Telecommunication
Thermal control
Structure and Payload

STRUCTURE MODELING

A. Static model
For static analysis, satellite is considered to be clamped at
the attached point to the launch vehicle, Fig.2. Based on the
flight limit loads of the launch vehicle and considering the
design factors the design load is calculated. Uniform load
distribution is assumed in lateral direction. Maximum normal
stress from direct longitudinal force and lateral force bending
moment and maximum shear stress are calculated. Buckling
analysis is done for each of primary structure elements
separately. Buckling of equal leg angle beams is determined.
Buckling of thin plates may occur from compression, shear,

Mass budget
10%
5%
23%
5%
2%
To be calculated

In this work, the payload mass budget and primary
structures mass budget are not pre-assumed although their total
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problem for each of longitudinal and lateral directions, satellite
minimum natural frequencies are calculated.

bending and also under combined stress situations. In satellite
model, for each pair of in front side panels two cases of
buckling is assumed. First, buckling just from compression
stress and second, buckling from combined stress; bending and
shear.

IV.

STRUCTURAL SIZING TOOL

Based on satellite structural model described in section III,
different parts of calculation are linked together in MATLAB
environment to form a unified sizing tool which its process
consists of following main steps:

Figure 2. Satellite static model

B. Dynamic model
For stiffness requirement evaluation, four degrees of
freedom mass-spring system is considered for obtaining rough
natural frequency of the satellite. As seen in Fig. 3, each degree
of freedom in longitudinal direction is representative of
satellite trays displacement with respect to the satellite
attachment plane to launch vehicle. And for lateral direction, as
seen in Fig. 4, there are three degrees of freedom related to
satellite trays movement in lateral direction and one rotational
degree of freedom for satellite angular displacement in its
attachment point with launch vehicle.

•

Creating the primary structure elements database in a
practical range of variation for their geometrical
parameters.

•

Introducing an initial mass, mi, enabling the program to
calculate the launch vehicle loads exerted on the
satellite.

•

Conducting static calculations for maximum stress,
maximum deflection and buckling for each set of
primary structures.

•

Selecting the acceptable primary structure set based on
positive margin of safety and minimum mass criteria.

•

Recalculating satellite total mass based on calculated
structural mass.

•

Correcting the initial introduced mass as following:
a) If the calculated satellite total mass is more than
mi, the payload mass budget is decreased in such a
way that both structure mass and payload mass
budgets fulfill the condition of being 55% of satellite
total mass.
b) If the calculated satellite total mass is less than mi,
this mass difference is added to the payload mass
budget fulfilling the condition of structural and
payload mass budgets being 55% of satellite total
mass.

•

Determination of mass and stiffness matrices according
to the corrected mass distribution.

•

Solving eigenvalue problem in order to find minimum
natural frequency in both lateral and longitudinal
directions.

•

Repeating all calculations with a different set of
primary structures in case of having minimum natural
frequency less than required.

Figure 3. Satellite dynamic model in longitudinal direction

A. Design variables
Design variables consist of three primary structure elements
geometrical properties as well as three system level variables.
The first part includes the thickness of side panels and
thickness and leg length of equal leg angle beams. The system
level variables are satellite total mass and its dimensions in
lateral (X&Y) and longitudinal (Z) directions. According to
different launch vehicles requirements regarding volume
available for secondary payloads, and also common machining
tools available at universities mechanical workshops, the range
of practical variations of these variables are selected as
indicated in table 3.

Figure 4. Satellite dynamic model in lateral direction

Considering the four degrees of freedom mass-spring
system motion equations, satellite mass distribution on each
tray and equivalent stiffness of primary structure elements, an
eigenvalue problem is established. By solving this eigenvalue
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Table 3. Structural sizing tool design variables
Variables
Variation
boundaries

msat

t

b

[kg]

[mm]

[mm]

[mm]

tbar

[m]

lXY

[m]

[20,70]

[1,5]

[20,30]

[1,5]

[0.40,0.50]

[0.50,0.60]

In Fig. 5, it is seen that by increasing the satellite total
mass, the structure mass budget decreases. This results to more
available mass budget for the payload. And, Fig. 6 shows that
by increasing the satellite total mass while keeping the satellite
dimensions constant, the natural frequency will decrease in
both longitudinal and lateral directions.

lZ

In table 3, msat is the satellite total mass, t is the side panel
thickness, b is equal leg angle beam leg length, tbar is equal leg
angles beam leg thickness, lXY satellite dimension in lateral
(X&Y) directions, and lZ is satellite dimension in longitudinal
(Z).

0.35

RESULTS

0.30

After checking the results of sizing tool in the defined
design space search the effect of system design variables, msat,
lXY and lZ is evaluated and are presented in Fig. 5 to Fig. 8.
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Figure 7. Satellite dimension in XY direction, lXY , effect on structure mass
budget, α , and available mass budget for payload, β , when msat=50 kg and
lZ =0.50 m
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Figure 5. Satellite total mass, msat , effect on structure mass budget, α , and
available mass budget for payload, β , when lXY =0.40 m and lZ =0.50 m
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Figure 8. Satellite dimension in Z direction, lZ , effect on structure mass
budget, α , and available mass budget for payload, β , when msat=50 kg and
lXY =0.50 m
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In Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, it is seen that by increasing the
dimensions of the satellite the structure mass budget will
increase. This increment in structure mass is less than 5%
while the satellite side surfaces will increase 10 cm in case of
Fig. 7 which will cause 36% increment in solar array surface in
case of body mounted solar array assumption. This can result
to considerable increment electrical power production from
system engineering point of view.
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Figure 6. Satellite total mass, msat , effect on satellite natural frequencies, flong
and flate, when lXY =0.40 m and lZ =0.50 m
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VI.

[8]

CONCLUSIONS

Satellite design at any class is a complex, iterative process.
In university class microsatellite projects this inherent
complexity is accompanied by constraint budgets and special
requirements regarding the size and mass budget of the
satellite. Developing rapid and simple sizing tools for different
subsystems containing major system effects on the whole
satellite design process is really useful for the design team in
order to evaluate an acceptable design space for different
parameters. Structure subsystem can be considered as the most
affected subsystem by launch vehicle requirements in small
low cost satellite projects in which usually the satellite is
intended to be launched as piggy back payload. On the other
hand, the concept of material and structural elements can affect
the total cost of the project. Due to these facts, a rapid and
simple structural sizing tool developed in order to evaluate a
practical design space before design decision about mass and
dimensions of the satellite. The results seems promising for the
first stages of the design while the sizing tool covers an
extended design space specially relating to the dimension and
mass range of such projects.

[9]
[10]

[11]

[12]
[13]
[14]
[15]
[16]

[17]

VII. FUTURE WORKS

[18]

Satellite dimensions can highly affect the electrical power
subsystem regarding available area of solar arrays. Electrical
power sizing tool can be developed and linked to the actual
sizing tool to obtain different tradeoffs. As well more satellite
architectures and primary structure elements can be considered
in structural sizing tools. In this case more design variables are
available and the design space is more comprehensive. After
sizing tool completion and validation an optimization
algorithm can be linked to the design space search for looking
for optimum design point(s).

[19]
[20]
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